The Henry Box School GCSE History Revision Resources
Below you will find the books listed below you could use for your revision for your GCSE. Remember your exercise book
will be useful for revision too. We always suggest that when you revise you use the ‘look, cover, write and check’
approach to your revision, this is proven to be the most effective way to commit information to memory.
Conflict and
America Revision
Green Textbook
tension Revision
guide
guide
This contains the
core knowledge for
both the America
and Cold War units

This books is really
useful to get clear
and basic details.

Again this will give
you the basics and
contains activities
to complete

Power and the
people textbook

Edward textbook

Power and the
People Revision
guide

This book covers the
Power and the
people unit

This book contains
the Edward unit –
no revision guide
for this unit

This
covers
the
entire Power and
the people course
in basic form

Next you will find details of both videos and podcasts you could use to help you revise. Whilst these resources are great
they must be used in combination with written revision too not instead of. We would suggest that you make notes as
you listen and use a ‘listen, pause, write and then check’.
Remember revision in history should be used to help you get an idea of the narrative of events but you will need to
remember specific dates, names, places and statistics.
Video clips:
Bitesize history videos:
These clips are all concise, giving you a useful summary The Bitesize revision site has three sections for you to use.
of each event. They include some relevant images but Firstly a ‘revise’ section to read, a ‘video’ section to
these can be distracting so you may find it easier to listen watch and finally a ‘test’ section to complete.
to them rather than watch them.
Youtube ‘Simple history’ videos:
America: Equality and Opportunity:
These videos are short and summarise the key events,
Prohibition
they give clear snapshots of each event.
Wall Street Crash
America: Equality and Opportunity:
Prohibition

Conflict and Tension
Ideological differences - Stalin vs Truman

St Valentine’s day massacre
Conflict and Tension

Yalta and Potsdam
Soviet Expansion in eastern Europe

De-Stalinisation

Truman Doctrine and Marshall plan

Warsaw Pact

Berlin Blockade and airlift

NATO

Korean War

Berlin wall

De-Stalinisation and Warsaw Pact

U2 Incident

The Hungarian Revolution

Korean War

The U2 incident

Hungarian Uprising

The Berlin Wall

Space race

The Cuban Missile Crisis

De-stalinisation

The Prague Spring

Cuban missile crisis

Détente

Power and the People
Most of the video clips below come a YouTube channel recommended by AQA called ‘History Hub’ which you can
access by clicking here
Magna Carta
Cromwell: Hero or Villain
Peasants revolt

Boston Tea Party

Causes of the Pilgrimage of Grace

Causes of the American War of Independence

What was the Pilgrimage of Grace

Problems with Democracy in 1820s

Provisions of Oxford

Significance of Chartism

Causes of the English Civil War

Why did Chartism fail?

New Model Army

Peterloo Massacre

Significance of the Execution of Charles I

Abolition of Slavery

England under Cromwell

Causes of the abolition of slavery

Podcasts:
A podcast is an audio file, normally verbally delivered. These tend to be slightly more detailed than the videos above.
You can find these podcasts at the website links listed or via the ‘Podcasts’ app on apple devices and other smart
phones. You can subscribe to these in order to receive updates when they are added.
Mr Allsop History.com
The GCSE History Revision Podcast
This website is a free History revision website containing This is a podcast designed specifically to help with AQA
podcasts and videos. They are planned and delivered by GCSE History revision. These podcasts tend to be longer
an experienced history teacher. On apple devices search and slightly more detailed in their content. Some are split
‘Mr Allsop GCSE’ to find the podcasts episodes.
into several episodes.
America: Equality and Opportunity:
Conflict and Tension
1920s: How is Government in the USA structured?
The Origins of the Cold War
1920s: A period of Boom?
Hungarian and Czechoslovakian uprisings
Were the 1920’s roaring for everyone?
Cuban missile crisis
Prohibition
Vietnam
Immigration in the 1920s
Power and the People
1215: Why was Magna Carta necessary?
1642: The World Turned Upside Down
1215: Why does Magna Carta matter?
1776 The American Revolution
1264: The Origins of Parliament
1800s: The Chartists I - Peterloo and the Great Reform Act
1381: What were the Causes of the Peasants’ Revolt?
1800s: The Chartists II
1381: What was the impact of the Peasants’ Revolt?
1834: The Tolpuddle Martyrs
1536: What were the causes of the Pilgrimage of Grace?
1800s: New Model Unions and New Unionism
1536: What was the Impact of the Pilgrimage of Grace?
1800s: Reform and Reformers
1642: What were the causes of the English Revolution?
1900s: Women’s Rights
Below you will find links to online learning platforms that all have courses that cover parts of our GCSE course. The quality
of these can be variable but the testing elements of all of them can have a huge impact on your learning.
Historyhomework.com
This site contains a range of tests on America, Conflict and tension and Power and the people. A teacher has to set
these tests for you and they should have already started doing so. If there is an area you want more tests on please
see your teacher as these can be set just for you.
Your history teacher will have already given you your login details and these should be stuck in your history book. If
you lose them or have any issues contact a member of the history team who can reset them for you. Click here to be
taken to the login page
Edlounge
Seneca
The school pays for access to this site and it has a range
This is a free to join website that much like EDlounge can
of learning pathways set up for you to use. This system will give you access to online courses around the topics we
give you some basic screen based teaching or video
teach. You can access most of the courses without
clips before testing you on what you have been reading
requiring a login. The most relevant courses are listed
about.
below:
Your teacher can help you to login into Edlounge and
Conflict and tension course
ensure that you have the correct login. You can access
Conflict and tension diagnostic tests
Edlounge by clicking here

